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I1

chapter I1

introductionmiroWIRO

sacred

DUCTION

places of religious meaning dot the worlds landscape

and pilgrimage to these places has taken place since the early days of

the history of mankind pilgrimage travel is most commonly

referred to in the context of the major world religions hinduism

buddhism judaism christianity and islam with the holy pilgrimage

the hajhajjhay to mecca for muslims being the most wellknownwell ofknown all

however pilgrimagelikepilgrimage travellike is associated with almost all religious

groups due to modern means of transportation especially increased

use of the automobile and complemented by a modem society filled

with leisureseekingleisure peopleseeking who turn largely to travel and tourist

activities of which pilgrimage has become a part pilgrimage travel

has experienced a worldwideworld boomwide in the last few decades

bhardwaj and rinschede 1988

this pilgrimage boom has created a need for studies focusing

on pilgrimage activity and pilgrimage places within the framework of

geography an examination of the phenomenon of pilgrimage travel

within the established framework of geography bridges three

different but related themes the geography of religions spatial

mobility and interaction and the study of space or place each of

these disciplinessubdisciplinessub has been established as a valid theme in

j
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geographic study as literature dealing with these themes is

numerous in addition studies concentrating specifically on

pilgrimage travel has substantially increased in the last decade as

interest in the phenomenon has grown

though no official doctrine for mormons mandates pilgrimage

to sacred sites in mormondom there is some indication of

pilgrimagelikepilgrimage travellike among mormonscormonsMor thismons thesis will attempt to

study pilgrimage travel specifically as itift relates to mormonscormonsMor

members

mons

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday to the most

sacred site in mormondom temple square in salt lake city utah

geography ofg religionf

religion

r-e
has

ligianligi

always

an

played an important role in creating the

worlds geography but only in the last few decades has it been the

focus of systematic scholarly research by geographers in the decade

of the 1960s two scholars offered a justification and precedent for

geographic study of religion erich isaac 1960 defined the

geography of religion as the study of the part played by the

religious motive in mans transformation of the landscape p 14

isaac claimed that studies in the geography of religion up to that

time had failed to provide an understanding of the transforming

power of religion upon the landscape presenting instead simple

classifications of the types of effects religion has exercised in

landscape p 16 several years later david sopher 1967 in what

is to date the definitive work on geography and religion geography

of religionsreligiobeligio expanded isaacs definition to include four cultural

themes through which the geographic role of religion could be

2

geograp ic

morn ondombondom

morn ondombondom

4

classiffications
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studied these themes concentrated primarily on the interaction

between religious thought and action and the environment and the

land the arguments and counterargumentscounter offeredarguments by wight

1967 and tuan 1972 concerning the role of christian attitudes in

the use of ecological systems are notable examples of this approach

further examples are found in the work of john wright see

lowenthal and bowden 1976 who proposed 1947 the adoption of

the term geosophyosophyge to refer to studies of geographical knowledge

from any or all points view wright suggested that in order to fully

understand the causal agents which have resulted in unique

landscapes some understanding of human attitudes and mental

constructs had to first be accomplished jackson 1970

sopher in a review article written 15 years after his original

work made several important observations concerning the increased

number of studies being done in the geography of religion he

acknowledged that his original programmatic outline is in need of

revision yet contended that neither themes nor research techniques

have changed much p 511 sopher organized work in the

geography of religion during the 1970s and 80s into three thematic

clusters american denominational geography the landscape

impress and spatial organization of certain conspicuous american

sects and sacred centresbentres and pilgrimages p 513 he concluded

that although geographic work that deals with religion was likely

to remain diffuse p 519 it was a viable and valid part of the

discipline of geography as a whole

it

11

it

3
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for to the extent that geography is prepared and able to
take man seriously to accept as data his symbols rites
beliefs and hopes in all their cultural actuality religion
broadly conceived must become a central object of the
disciplines best endeavors p 519

wilbur zelinskyZeizel 1961insky who made one of the first

comprehensive studies of the religious geography of the united

states should also be noted for the contribution his study made to an

initial recognition of a mormon realm or cultural region his

hypothesis that religious institutions are of central importance in the

study of manlandman relationshipsland and subsequent distinguishable

cultural regions is particularly significant to those interested in the

mormon cultural region zelinskyZeizel arguesinsky that in the case of the

mormon realm religious impact on the land has been a

phenomenon of overwhelming importance p 166

recognition of the mormon cultural region and its unique

importance to geographer has grown as specific studies of the

mormon cultural region map 1 have multiplied meinig 1965

jackson 1970 pitman 1973 budge 1974 campbell 1974 jackson

1978a 1978b francaviglia 1970 1979 though these studies focus

attention on various aspects of this unique cultural realm one

pervading theme is clear the concentration of mormons in the

intermountain west has created one of the most distinct and long

lasting cultural regions in the country jackson rinschede & knapp

1989

4

5 19
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representative examples of definitions
of the mormon culture region
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geographygeouashv as a science of movement

friedrich ratzel 184419041844 one1904 of the founders of human

geography viewed geography among other things as a science of

movement As such geographers especially human geographers

attempt to study the earth in such a way as to understand the impact

of movement and the resulting interaction between peoples and

cultures

geographic movement more commonly referred to as spatial

mobility takes on many forms from large migrations to smallscalesmall

circulation

scale

from nomadism and transhumance to commuting and

recreational travel the spatial interaction and resulting impact upon

the earth and its people varies according to movement distance

movement purpose and the personal characteristics of those

involved in making the movement geographic inquiry then is

focused upon the wheres and the whysghys of this movement the
study of pilgrimage is one type of geographic inquiry in which the

wheres and whysghys of spatial movements are the primary focus As

such it can be studied both by itself or as will be discussed in

greater detail later as a part of the larger framework of recreational

travel or tourism certainly within the study of pilgrimage the

wheres and whysghys are the primary focus

in attempting to justify the importance of the geographic study

of religion sopher 1967 states

cultural geography is concerned with man

pilgnpilan

as a sharer
and bearer of culture its particular concern is with two
kinds of relationships the interaction between a culture
and its complex earth environment and the spatial
interaction among different cultures the geography of

6
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religion investigates these relationships concentrating its
attention on the religious component in culture p 1

in an attempt to understand the whysghys and wheres of pilgrimage

travel studies of religious pilgrimage explore the interaction

between different cultures and the environment as well as the

interaction among different cultures

geographyGeo ofgLaphy place

another component of pilgrimage is that of place more broadly

spoken of as space indeed the character of places and spatial

organization lie at the core of geography bhardwaj 1973 9

conceptual studies of place are at the center of everything that a

geographer studies simply because the earth is made up of places

within this study geographers seek to understand places studying

specifically those aspects which combine to make a site and situation

unique

movements within and between places cannot be ignored as

having no impact upon the places involved for example the impact

of tourist travel on a specific place has long been recognized by

geographers many studies address this theme A survey conducted

by the world tourism organization 1981 cites 233 such studies

completed in 53 countries over less than a five year period yet

excepting those studies that recognize pilgrims as a viable part of

tourist travel few studies have been done which deal directly with

the specific influence of pilgrim travel on a place with regard to

studies focused on pilgrimage places our contribution has not

been strong despite our interest in places related to human life as

7
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requiaequi
I1

res

the subject of geographic inquiry tanaka 1988 23 the
distinctiveness of religious places requires more attention by

geographers and among these religious places places of holy

pilgrimage perhaps hold the most interest

A religious center has particular geographical importance
because of the strong centripetal flow of traffic it may
generate A circulation system is set up that may
augment significantly the flow of traffic in existing
patterns or it may cut across other circulation patterns
associated with commercial administrative and military
networks 11 sopher 1967 52

the concept of sacred space or sacred place is central to

understanding the geography of pilgrimage among geographers

there is recognition that not all space or places are perceived in the

same way by different humans environmental perception has been

the focus of an increasing number of studies in the past few decades

wright 1947 eliade 1957 hall 1959 clebsch 1968 saarinen

1970 gould 1967 henrie 1972 tuan 1974 1977 1978 jackson

and henrie 1983 and several scholars have analyzed specifically the

idea of sacred space eliade 1957 henrie 1972 tuan 1978 jackson

and henrie 1983 sacred space has been defined as that portion of

the earths surface which is recognized by individuals or groups as

worthy of devotion loyalty or esteem jackson and henrie 1983

94 this type of space exists for all people for pilgrims it is such

feelings of devotion loyalty or esteem invoked by sacred places that

create the need to make a pilgrimage this idea discussed in the

specific context of the perception of sacred space by mormonscormonsMor

appears

mons

later in this chapter

8
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pilgrimage study

the geographic study of pilgrimage combines three main

themes within the larger framework of geography the study of

religion the study of spatial mobility and interaction and the study

of places specifically those places defined as sacred for geographers

studying these issues it should be noted that among the many types

of religious expression pilgrimage has the greatest geographical

significance deffontainesfontainesDef 1948 sopher 1967 in the past studies

concentrating on pilgrimage issues have been relatively few

recently however more attention has been focused in this area of
those geographers of religion already mentioned several have

written small sections devoted specifically to the study of religious

pilgrimage sopher 1967 tuan 1978 eliade 1987 moreover the

number of contributors has increased in the past two decades

turner 1973 bhardwaj 1973 turner and turner 1978 rinschede

1986 rinschede and sievers 1987 davies 1988 tanaka 1988

bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 motivated partly by the increased

recognition of pilgrimage as an important part of geography and

partly by a worldwideworld boom being experienced by pilgrimages

bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 in 1981 a conference held at the

university of pittsburgh entitled pilgrimage the human quest

produced several worthwhileworth paperswhile on the topic since 1987 the

annual meetings of the association of american geographers has had

specific sessions on pilgrimage many of the papers presented there

have been combined with other studies on pilgrimage in asia

europe north america and the caribbean to make up an issue of

9

it
1
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geographiageoizraphiageographic religionumReligion pilgrimage in world religions bhardwaj

and rinschede 1988 in addition interdisciplinary international

symposia on pilgrimage were held in eichstadt federal republic of

germany london england and boston massachusettsesMassachusetts in 1988

reflecting the growing interest in pilgrimage among several

scientists

hypothesis

pilgrimage in the united states has been most associated with

catholics but some have suggested that there is pilgrimagelikepilgrimage

behavior

like

among other groups for mormons and nonmormonsnon alikemormons

salt lake city is one of the most famous sites in the western united

states its relation to the mormon church gives it a unique position

among other cities in the west and as a consequence it attracts

millions of visitors annually there are numerous attractions for

tourists in the city but the chief one is the mormon temple and its

environs over four million people visited temple square in 1988

making it the most important tourist attraction in the entire

intermountain region deseret news 1989 this thesis will focus on

the character and motivation of the visitors to temple square it is

hypothesized that the majority of the visitors to temple square are

mormon visitors who come as pilgrims because of their religious ties

to the temple and the city secondary questions related to this

hypothesis are concerned with the origin of the visitors their length

of stay and perceptions of the city and the square and their

familiarity with other mormon and general tourist attractions in the

region

10
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meveralseveralmeyeral attempts were made to obtain permission to distribute the
questionnaire directlyirectlyerectly on temptemple square though this permission was denied
it apparently raised awareness of the need for such a survey anda thend church

1 1

methodomethode

appareapparel ntlyantly ra isedased aware ness

methodology

most of the information for this thesis came from the

distribution of a questionnaire to visitors of temple square in salt

lake city utah this site was chosen because it attracts both

mormons and nonmormonsnon andmormons because of the large numbers of

tourists and pilgrims who visit it each year

sixhundredsix andhundred fifty questionnaires were distributed over a

period of 15 months beginning in july of 1987 and ending in october

of 1988 questionnaires were distributed at various times of the day

in every month of the year and on every day of the week in order to

gain a broad perspective on those visiting temple square

distribution of the questionnaire was accomplished through

two methods the largest sample came from questionnaires placed

on cars in the parking lots and streets surrounding to temple square

utah cars were not included in the distribution unless they displayed

evidence of vacationtypevacation traveltype suitcases maps etc or could be

identified as rental cars as it was assumed that most utahans parked

here were visiting the downtown area either for business shopping

or regular temple visits and would not coincide with the concept of

pilgrims or tourists to temple square A few questionnaires were

distributed to the visitors of temple square by handing them the

questionnaire as they entered or left the temple square grounds

because of church security regulations it was not possible to pass the

questionnaire out directly on the square itself1itselfl

q uestiorestio n na irelre d 0 n le S q uareaare tho ug h th is perm iss io n de n led
s uc h s C h urc h

iSeyeral
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A reconnaissance study indicated that the length of the

questionnaire four pages made it inconvenient for most tourist and

pilgrims to fill it out in its entirety while visiting temple square in

turn resulting in a low number of completed questionnaires thus

future questionnaires were distributed with selfaddressedself stampedaddressed

envelopes enabling visitors to complete and return the

questionnaires at their convenience of the sixhundredsix andhundred fifty

questionnaires distributed twohundredtwo andhundred sixtysevensixty wereseven

returned producing a response rate of fortyoneforty percentone the two

hundred and sixtysevensixty responsesseven created a wide sample of

information on visitors from almost every US state and canadian

district as well as from several european countries

the methods used in distribution of the questionnaires do

create some weaknesses in the acquired data though many visitors

to temple square presumably come by means other than automobile

transportation ie air bus train etc the largest sample was

obtained from those who actually drove to temple square this

naturally creates some bias in the data favoring those who live in

closer proximity to salt lake city most certainly within the united

states or canada and probably limiting it more specifically to those

in the western part of the country in addition it is possible that

automobile transportation is used more by visitors who come with

families than by those who dont and even perhaps be those who can

not afford to fly these weaknesses are not as important as they

subsequently conducted their own survey referred to in the remainder of this
paper as the mormon church survey in july of 1988 using many of the same
questions contained in this the temptemple square survey questionnaire

12

in
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might first appear however as many of the survey results obtained

from the questionnaire coincide closely with previous demographic

surveys done at temple square wood 1980 the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday 1988 see appendix B questionnaire

results will be discussed in detail in chapter five

the temple square survey see appendix A which consisted

of 30 questions was designed to elicit information in four primary

areas of study 1 thirteen questions were asked to gain specific

information on the number of times length of stay and reasons for

visits to temple square 2 three questions which included a

possible 60 answers elicited responses concerning other places

visited by respondents both in salt lake city utah state and other

places of importance to mormons outside utah 3 three openendedopen

questions

ended

asked respondents about their likes and dislikes in regard

to temple square and 4 ten questions were asked to gain

information concerning the personal backgrounds of the respondents

with the exception of the three openendedopen questionsended referred to

above all questions included formulated answers from which the

respondents could choose these answers were designed using some

previous work done on visitors to temple square wood 1980 and a

reconnaissance survey conducted in june of 1987

the twohundredtwo andhundred sixtysevensixty completedseven temple square

surveys make up the bulk of information contained in this thesis

and are the basis for testing the hypothesis statistical analysis

drawn from this temple square survey data includes simple

percentage matrices for questions asked and a chisquarechi analysissquare to

determine correlation of a number of factors

13
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overview

the remainder of this thesis will be concerned with a study of

the concept of pilgrimage and specifically at an attempt to

understand this type of spatial mobility as it applies to mormonscormonsMor

theoretical

mons

aspects of pilgrimage will be presented in chapter two

with emphasis being placed on the what I1 where and who of

pilgrimage travel chapter three will be devoted to an examination

of pilgrimage as it specifically applies to mormonscormonsMor Amons brief history of

mormonism will be presented with an attempt to explore the idea of

mormon perception of sacred space this will lead to a discussion of

specific pilgrimage sites in mormondom focusing primarily on salt

lake city and temple square in chapter four finally chapter five

will examine the temple square survey responses based on a

statistical analysis of the data obtained conclusions will then be

drawn and discussed in chapter six the final chapter

14
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chapter II11

THETBE pilgrimage phenomenon

the definition of pilgrimage

traditional definitions of a pilgrimage have focused on the

sacred hazardous and distant journey of a faithful sacrificing

observer A pilgrim is a person who abandons his assigned roles

and status in a structured community for the hazardous journey to a

sacred place turner 1973 tuan 1978 in accord with this

definition stated that for a pilgrim to reach sacred place he must

abandon the safe borders of home and traverse unfamiliar italics

added space p 89 bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 added that a

pilgrimage11pilgrimage signifies the visit to a distant religious center once or a

few times in the life of a believer at the sacred place the pilgrim

becomes one individual among a multitude of likemindedlike seekersminded

after truth his particular loyalties and obligations are there

transcended by the overarching value of universal brotherhood and

love tuan 1978 89

though these statements identify key elements in what has

traditionally been understand as a true pilgrim or pilgrimage

scientific and transportation advancements have necessitated the

recognition of less arduous though still religiously motivated

15

truell
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religireliga ouslybously motivated

journeys as pilgrimages it is apparent that in modern industrial

societies europe america japan etc the pain and effort endured

on a pilgrimage have greatly decreased or virtually disappeared it

bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 15 for todays pilgrims the

characteristics of distance and hardship do not necessarily apply

instead modern concerns of time distance and cost distance have

emerged tanaka 1988 29 modern pilgrims in a fastpacedfast

modern

paced

world are concerned more time with financial aspects than

with the physical hardship of their journey

in addition though we may perhaps categorize all religiously

motivated travel as pilgrim travel in our modern society there is

need for some distinction As sopher 1967 stated pilgrim travel

to religious shrines has often had the character of tourist travel and

recreation p 54 because of this many geographers in the field

now recognize the need to compliment the classical term pilgrimage

with concepts such as pilgrim tourist and religious travel

bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 18 tanaka 1988 33 many visitors

to religious sites come more for recreational or simple sightseeing

purposes rather than for spiritual enlightenment or devotion still

many of these tourists visit with the additional motivation of

spiritual or religious intent accordingly the term pilgrim tourist

is an appropriate one for purpose of this paper the term pilgrimage

or pilgrim will be used to denote a wide spectrum of spatial

mobility from those who travel purely for spiritual reasons to those

who perhaps more commonly travel for religiouslymotivatedreligiously

recreational travel in addition though many religious groups are

doctrinally compelled to make a holy pilgrimage to a

16
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Pillpiilarim

sacred site or shrine mormons are not and thus pilgrimage as

spoken of in this paper will be focused on spontaneous self

motivated journeys

the characteristics of a pillarimpilgrim

the definition of pilgrimage implicitly suggests who makes

pilgrimages traditionally a pilgrim is defined as a person who is

religiously compelled either by doctrine or by some internal desire

to make a religious journey to a distant sacred place but just as the

definition of pilgrimage needs to be modified to meet the modern

circumstances brought on by advancements in science and

technology and diffusion of education the traditional definition of

who makes pilgrimages must be expanded to include a broader

spectrum of people religious travel cannot be considered merely

an activity of the ignorant or superstitious people whether in the

orient or the occident bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 18 As

evidence of this increasing numbers of people are making

pilgrimages today

the world christian encyclopedia 1982 estimates that
altogether about 130 million people take part in
pilgrimages every year of these approximately 90
million are christians and the remainder 40 million are
hindus buddhists jews moslems and others however
our calculations suggest that well over 200 million
pilgrims must be participating annually in international
national and regional pilgrimages about 150 million
christians and over 40 million hindus buddhistsbuddhism jews
and moslems bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 11

religious pilgrimages are made then by members of every large

religious group and by many of the smaller sects

17
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As the previous discussions have indicated modern

circumstances have created a definite need for terms such as

lipilgrimpilgrim tourist or religious travel not only do these termstern give

indication to the fact that real distinction between pilgrims and

tourists has become difficult but that there is perhaps a qualitative

nature can be assigned to the person who makes a pilgrimage

tanaka 1988 there is an experiential dimension to a pilgrimage

which can only fully be understood by the pilgrim himself and

which though impossible for a geographer to study through

positivistic means needs to be recognized as extant when studying

pilgrimage bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 tanaka 1988 this idea

demonstrates even greater reason for terms which display a broader

interpretation of those who participate in this phenomenon

the haracteristicscharacteristics of pilgrimagepilarimaze sites

pilgrimage sites can be spoken of in both general and specific

termstern generally speaking the destination of every pilgrimage is a

holy object these can be natural phenomena such as mountains

rivers trees and animals cultural phenomena such as churches

temples graves pictures relics icons statues or similar things as

well as human individuals bhardwaj and rinschede 1988 14

speaking more specifically in terms of major religious bodies

pilgrimagegrimageil sites number in the hundreds perhaps even thousands

map 2 most important to members of the islamic faith are mecca

and medina in saudi arabia with mecca being the destination of the

ha the most important pilgrim site for all moslems other muslim

18
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pilgrim sites can be found in iran iraq israel india and pakistan

for hindus the most important sites include among others benares

allahabadAlla mathurahabad hardwarhardawarHar gayadwar ayodhyaajodhya ujjain dwarka puri

tirupatitirupathiTiru rameswaramRamespati andwaram badrinathBadr buddhisminath has significant

sites in southeastsouth andeast south asia mandalay rangoon bangkok and

in sri lanka other forms of buddhism also have places in tibet and

in india in addition buddhism along with shintoism has numerous

places of pilgrimage in japan finally large numbers of christian

pilgrimage places can be found throughout europe latin and anglo

america with greatest international significance being found in

rome jerusalem lourdes and fatima of course salt lake city has

long been recognized as having national and international importance

for mormons bhardwaj & rinschede 1988

though these cities are part of the broader study of pilgrimage

as a phenomenon tanaka 1988 asserts that they have not been at

the center of geographic study contending instead that pilgrimage

circulation is at the forefront he offers guidelines by which to study

the nature of pilgrimage places stating that the distinct contribution

of geographers to the understanding of pilgrimage places may be said

to be the explicit recognition of the significance of pilgrimage within

the framework of placeboundplace phenomenabound p 23 within this

framework a number of facets can be explored among which are the

historical development of the pilgrim site the location and geographic

setting and the impact of the pilgrims and tourists on the place itself

in economic and developmental terms

20
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chapter 111IIIlii

MORMON pilgrimage

mormon belief concerning pilgrimagePilgri

no
malzemaize

official doctrine concerning pilgrimage exists within the

mormon church accordingly mormonscormonsMor formons the most part refrain

from using the term pilgrimage because as previous discussion has

indicated the traditional usage of the word connotes a journey to a

sacred place most often some type of shrine for the primary

purpose of worshipping a holy object gurgel 1975 bruce R

mcconkie 1966 notes that mormonscormonsMor believemons that shrines play no

part in true worship for god can be worshipped in all places and at

all times true worship does not depend upon the place of

devotion but upon the righteousness of the worshipperwor pshipper 574 710-

711

except in the special case of mormon temples at which sacred

ceremonies are performed visits to other sacred sites in mormondom

are made more for recreation purposes or to reaffirmre groupaffirm

membership gurgel 1975 by establishing personal links with past

places and persons of ancestral or religious historical importance and

not for worshipping purposes it should also be noted that

doctrinally even a mormon temple itself is not considered

21
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concerniconcerti
I1

ng

intrinsically sacred neither does it house a sacred thing or things

that are worshipped therein rather its sacredness is due to its

dedication to the lord and to the ceremonies which are performed

within its walls at the completion of the construction of each

mormon temple it is opened to public viewing by members and non

members alike until it is formally dedicated to holy service after

this dedication sacred ceremonies are then performed within the

temple although mormons do not view visits to temples as a form

of pilgrimage in practice such visits are pilgrimage for many

especially before the construction of numerous temples after 1970

visits to temples by members from many countries involved

sacrifice travel in unfamiliar space and other elements of the

traditional definition of pilgrimage jackson 1989 12

an understanding of the doctrinal belief of mormons

concerning the idea of pilgrimage is necessary in order to ascertain

what pilgrimage within the mormon culture is like because

mormons have no doctrine concerning pilgrimage and since with the

exception of temple ceremonies they do not participate in ritualistic

religious performance mormon pilgrimage to salt lake city and

other sacred sites in mormondom fits most appropriately within the

more modern definition of a pilgrimage as religiously motivated

travel some discussion of the historical process which led to the

establishment of mormon pilgrimage sites is essential to this

argument tanaka 1988 notes that when and where and how and

through what historical process given pilgrimage sites emerged and

developed requires attention in reality historical fact and legend

are intertwined and clarifying the historical process of the

22
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pilgrpilar

establishment of pilgrimage places is often difficult p 23

clarifying the development of pilgrimage sites is especially difficult

in the case of ancient religions yet the task is not quite as formidable

in the case of mormonism because of its relatively new beginning

1830 relatively abundant documentation and its american

inception it is much easier to trace the historical process which led to

the establishment of mormon pilgrimage sites

history of the mormon church

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday mormon is a

uniquely american religion sopher 1967 ahlstromAhIahl 1971strom bedell

sandon and wellborn 1975 jackson 1989 numbered among such

other notable american religions as seventhdayseventh adventismday

jehovahs witnesses pentecostalism and christian scientists its

geographical impact on the american landscape is impressive by

the end of 1988 its membership had climbed to nearly 7 million and

it is the only church which has organized fully and almost

exclusively the territory of a true religious homeland in the united

states sopher 1967 64 these achievements can only be

understood in the context of historical review

mormonism had its beginnings in western new york in the

early 1820s when a young joseph smith jr sought through divine

prayer which church was true according to an official church

account he was told in a vision to join none of the existing

denominations for they were allitallatall wrong alienallen & leonard 1976

over the next 10 years smith reported that he had a number of

subsequent visions and revelations that prepared him the one who

23
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god had chosen to restore the true church of christ to the earth in

one of these revelations smith was directed to a local hill at which he

unearthed a set of golden plates with divine aid and some seer

stones referred to as the urimarim and thummin2 joseph smith

translated the book of mormon which was subsequently published

in 1830 shortly prior to the official organization of the church

hansen 1987

persecution of members of this new religion led to a number of

geographical moves by smith and his followers map 3 soon after

1830 the majority of church membership migrated to kirtland ohio

where the first mormon temple was completed as early as 1836 at
the time of its construction the church was very small and temple

construction required great sacrifice on the part of its members in

fact so great was the importance of this sacred place to early

mormonscormonsMor thatmons some members sacrificed all their time and financial

means to build it

completion of this temple and the continuous migration of

mormon converts to kirtland was not met cordially by nonmormonsnon

in

mormons

ohio by 1838 the mormons were forced to flee kirtland and

migrate to missouri however their stay was shortened here as well

as conflict with missouri residents led to subsequent relocation in

nauvoo illinois only three years later

2aaa urimarim and thummim consists of two special stones called seer stones or
interpreters josephjosep smith was reportedreportedly giyengivenglyen these stones at the same time
he received the goldengoiden platespiates for the express purposeurposeurmose of translating the platespiates
into the book of mormon mcconkie 1966
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nauvoo is of special importance to mormonscormonsMor formons here they believed

they were building a city of zion3ziona in may of 1846 it became the site

of the second mormon temple which was abandoned when the

majority of the church membership moved west to great basin it

was also in nearby carthage that joseph smith and his brother

hyrum were murdered on june 27 1844 they are buried in nauvoo

however persecution did not end with the death of joseph

smith in 1846 under the direction of their new leader brigham

young the mormons made their longest migration this time moving

west over the rocky mountains to establish a new headquarters in

the valley of the great salt lake in july of 1847 safe from

persecution for a while the mormon church sunk roots in the salt

lake valley attracting converts from all over the country and from

other parts of the world

church membership and influence has continued to grow chart
1 and today the mormons are a political economic and social

power in a number of states the regional concentration of

mormons in the intermountain west has created one of the most

distinct and long lasting cultural regions in the country jackson

rinschede & knapp 1982 2 church growth is due in a large part

ion means city of holiness the mormonmormo concept of zion has its roots in a
concept of millennialism which maintains that in the near future christ will
reign personally upon the earth fora thousand years and that zion will be
built upon this the american continent zion in this contexcontextconnex refers to a holy city
of refugeofrefuge at which the saints could gather and from which christ would reign
mcconkie 1966 henrie 1972
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to the growth in number of fulltimefull mormontime missionaries in the last

three decades chart 2 mormon missionaries are spread throughout

the world and though the intermountain region still contains the

largest numbers of church members a substantial membership can

be found in many other areas of the united states map 4 and the

world map 5 as well the american historical development and

presentdaypresent dominanceday of utah as the headquarters of the mormon

church motivates many converts to visit mormon church sites found

throughout the united states and especially in utah

28
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chapter IV

MORMON pilgrimage SITES

mormon sacred space

an understanding of the historical development of mormonism

gives insight to mormon perception of sacred space the origin of

mormonism as a christian sect in anglo america provides a rich

heritage of places and areas which can be viewed as sacred jackson

and henrie 1983 98 there are a large number of places viewed as

sacred by mormonscormonsMor specificmons events leading to the designation these

places as sacred vary from site to site some of which have been

alluded to already in each case for the believer something

occurred or manifested itself at that place to sanctify it

distinguishing it from the surrounding profane world jackson

rinschede & knapp 1989 343 studies4 have indicated that mormon

sacred space can be divided into three main categories mormon

temples other sacred sites associated with the churchs history and

sites associated with future fulfillment of prophecy henrie 1972

each of these will be discussed in further detail in the next section

giving historical and descriptive analysis to strengthen an

understanding of their importance
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temples
mormon temples represent the most sacred space in

mormondom both in official doctrine and in the perception of

members jackson rinschede & knapp 1989 4 yi fu tuan 1978

proposes that the word sacred signifies apartness and definition

for mormonscormonsMor templesmons are sanctuaries that separate patrons from the

otherwise profane world outside tuan 1978 also suggests that the

literal meaning of profane is the ground outside the temple

mormons are encouraged to leave their worldly profane concerns

outside the temple in order to preserve the sanctity and sacredness

that resides in the temple it is believed that by so doing gods

presence may be more strongly felt accordingly church members

must receive a temple recommend attesting to their worthiness

before they can enter the temple by not allowing unworthy

members and nonmormonsnon tomormons enter the temples internal sanctity is

carefully preserved

today there are fortyoneforty functioningone temples located

throughout the united states and in canada europe latin america

the south pacific south africa and asia map 6 six more are in the

planning and construction stages in the western united states

canada and south america the number of patrons these temples

admit each year reaches into the millions chart 3 many of these

temples are located in close proximity the the church members that

use them especially those found in the intermountain region others

however are used by members who travel several hundred and in

some cases several thousand miles the first two temples kirtland
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chartchant 3

and nauvoo are no longer used because the former is no longer in

church hands and the latteriatter was destroyed

temples builtbulit prior to 1945 were located solely within north

america though the kirtland and nauvoo temples are no longer in

use their sitessltes are still perceived as sacred by mormons because of

the historical significance they holdhoid after moving west mormons

began construction on several other temples to be located in the

intermountain region the first dedicated on april 6 1877 was

located in st george utah it originally contained 56000 square

feet though a century later it was remodeled and expanded

doubling its size
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the second temple completed in the west was in logan utah

in may of 1884 it too was initially a relatively small temple

containing 59130 square feet and was also was later expanded to

almost twice that size the manti temple was dedicated four years

later in may of 1888 and was 87000 square feet the largest and

final temple completed in utah during the early settlement period

was the salt lake temple dedicated in 1893 the temple took forty

years of work and at its completion included over 253000 square

feet in the main structure and its annex

two other temples were completed in the early 20th century

the hawaiian temple completed in november of 1919 and originally

containing 10500 square feet remodeled to include 35400 square

feet and the arizona temple which is 72712 feet in size and was

completed in october of 1927

temple construction was delayed during world war II11 but by

1980 temples had been built in idaho switzerland california new

zealand england washington D C idaho and two more in utah

since 1980 church membership has continued to grow and spread

even further throughout the world As a result temple construction

has progressed at an unprecedented rate averaging three completed

temples every year chart 4 in locations as far removed as tahiti

south africa brazil sweden the german democratic republic and

japan in a threeyearthree periodyear alone 1983861983 seventeen86 temples

were built these new temples are located so as to lessen travel

distance and costs for large regions where church membership is not

as numerous generally they are smaller averaging less than 15000

square feet and receive fewer patrons
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the salt lake city tempietempletemdle

of all the temples and other sacred sites the salt lake temple

is perceived by mormons as being the most sacred henrie 1972

table 1 several factors may account for this perception this

temple was built in a period of time when the church was struggling

for existence and in a place where it is perceived god had directed

the mormons to settle the construction of the temple took forty

years to complete while workers suffered hardship and setbacks

caused by untamed land and adverse conditions belief among

mormons is that the temple was built using divinelyinspired plans

displaying farsightedfar characteristicssighted in their design lundwall

1945 the idea of divinelyinspired plans also comes from a claim

made by brigham young that he had seen the temple in a vision five

years before the saints entered the salt lake valley and that the

temple had six towers instead of one lundwall 1945 12246122

certainly

46

in time and treasure it has been the most costly and

elaborate of all temples built by the church
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table I11

ranking of selected mormon sacred space

place mean

salt lake temple 1.92192

future city of zion 2.12212

sacred grove 2.39239

utah 2.76276

temples other than salt lake city 2.95295

bethlehem 3.02302

holy land israel 3.48348

joseph smith birthplace 3.70370

nauvoo illinois and kirtland ohio 3.70370

carthage jail 4.63463

regions surrounding utah 4.95495

present day jackson county missouri 5.41541

lincoln memorial 5.86586

the values represent how respondents valued each place on a scale
of 1 to 7 where 1 is most sacred and 7 indicated no sanctity
rankings indicate relative sanctity which means they were ranked
in comparison to one another
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today the salt lake temple it is viewed as a place where

leaders of the church meet to receive divine instruction the council

of the twelve apostles4Apostles meet here weekly with the first presidency5Presidency

and within its intermostintermontinter wallsmost the holy of holies is found6founds here the

president of the church retires to seek guidance from the lord when

he is burdened with difficult decisions packer 1980 in addition a

number of theophoniestheo andphonies other visions have been reported to have

occurred there lundwall 1945 the salt lake temple is viewed as

the great temple the temple of temples talmage 1978 a symbol

of all mormon temples and of mormonism as a whole it attracts

greater interest and excitement from mormons than any other place

in mormondom

emlyearly sacred and historical sites

other sacred sites for mormons are associated primarily with

early church history map 7 most important in terms of the

perception of its sacredness by mormons is the sacred grove located

near palmyra new york table 1 mormons believe that the place

where joseph smith conversed with the members of the godhead

and received what is referred to as the first vision though the

precise location joseph smith received the vision is unknown the

he mormonmormo church has at the top of its hierarchy the first presidency the
prophet of the church and two counselors and the council of the twelve
apostles a quorum of twelve men who assist the first presidency in leading the
church
5seeasee note 4

he holy of holiesholles is the most sacred precinct of the temptemple and is reservedreser
for

yed
the most sacred ordinances or ceremonies talmagetaimage 1 968
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not far from the smith home is the hill cumorah where josephtjosephs

smith found the plates from which he translated the book of i

mormon this site is of significant importance to mormonscormonsMormons notonlyyjl
for this reason but because it is believedlievedlieveld that the last ancient

prophet moroni buried the plates here and that he later appeared apstps
prfaslesrttte

yswssaisfwfs
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anderson 1988 jackson rinschede & knapp 1989

other early mormon historical sites are located in the new

englandnewengland yorknew area as well though of less importance to mormon

pilgrims they include the birthplaces of joseph smith and brigham

young the farms of martin harris and peter whitmer other early

church leaders and monuments marking the original sites of joseph

and emma smiths home the burial place of their first baby and

emmas parents and several other places which related to events

associated with the churchs beginning anderson and anderson

1988

more important to mormonscormonsMor howevermons are sites associated with

events occurring in and around nauvoo illinois it was here out of

swampy land that the mormons established a refuge after fleeing

missouri and built a city which emerged as the largest in the state by

1845 one study estimates that there were approximately 30000

people flanders 1965 245 at that time when the saints moved

west in 1846 and abandoned nauvoo it became a small quiet village

the temple that the mormons had built was eventually destroyed by

arson and storms and most of the saints homes gradually

deteriorated completely or partially away

finally in the the 1950s restoration projects began on the

homes of many of the important church leaders of that time

beginning with the home of heber C kimball now parts of the old

city are authentic representations of the buildings and homes of the

1840s in addition to restoring homes other stores church

buildings and meeting halls have also been restored A model of the

nauvooNOLUVOO temple and plaques mark the original site of the temple the
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cemetery where the bodies of joseph hyrum and emma smith lie is

also located in the city A visitors center has been restored from an

original nauvoo building and a historical society museum has been

built in addition the mormon church has also built a womens

memorial garden where statues represent and commemorate the

organization of the relief society an organization in the church solely

for women the recentlydedicated jail complex where joseph and

hyrum were assassinated is located in nearby carthage illinois

the wealth of mormon historic buildings and sacred sites located

here makes nauvoo and the surrounding area an important sacred

place for mormonscormonsMor Asmons a destination for pilgrimage nauvoo and

its associated historic sites nearby is second only to the temple

square for both mormon pilgrims and nonmormonnon visitorsmormon

jackson rinschede & knapp 1989

missouri also holds special meaning to mormonscormonsMor bothmons for past

events and in connection with the future fulfillment of prophecy As

noted prior to this early church members fled to missouri in the

late 1830s to escape persecution in ohio here they again met with

mob opposition which eventually led to a confrontation between the

mormons and their tormentors at crooked river near far west As a

result an executive decree forced the mormons to leave missouri in

addition joseph smith and several other leaders were taken without

trial to prison first in independence then to richmond and finally to

liberty jail where they spent the winter of 1838391838 conditions39 in

the jail were appalling the dungeon in which they held was

cramped unheated and without sanitary facilities yet it was here

that joseph smith reportedly received several revelations which are
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now contained the doctrine and covenants a book mormons believe

to be scripture d&c 121 122 and 123 because of the meaning

these scriptures have to mormonscormonsMor andmons the hardship which joseph

smith endured liberty jail has significant meaning to mormons as

the prison temple though the original jail no longer exists the

mormon church has purchased its original site and built a replica of

part of liberty jail on the actual foundation still remaining from

original jail in addition a visitors center has been built and the site

now acts as an important though for fewer people pilgrimage site

anderson and anderson 1988

other meaningful sites in missouri include independence and

adam ondi ahman mormons believe that independence is the

future site on which a great temple will be built to which christ will

come at his second coming it is believed that joseph smith received

revelation marking the exact location of this temple and upon doing

so dedicated the temple site on april 7 1831 doctrine and

covenants section 57 though joseph smith originally purchased

slightly over sixtythreesixty acresthree for the site the land is now divided

among several different groups primarily the church of jesus christ

of latterdaylatter saintsday mormonscormonsMor andmons a splinter group the

reorganized church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

adam ondi ahman also holds special meaning in the future

fulfillment of prophecy located in the valley of the grand river

this site is believed to be the place in which adam dwelt and at

which he met with all his posterity prior to his death doctrine and

covenants section 107 to this site mormons believe adam will
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again return in the last days to preside over a gathering to which

christ will appear

finally the pioneer or mormon trail leads from nauvoo to

salt lake city marking the route which early members took when

moving west several sites of interest are located along it most

notable of which is the pioneer memorial cemetery located in winter

quarters now florence nebraska here in the winter of 1846471846

six

47

hundred mormon pioneers died from disease caused by

unsanitary living conditions cold and poor nutrition the site is

marked with a memorial which includes a statue of a pioneer mother

and father looking into the open grave of their child there is also a

visitors center and a log cabin which has been built to show the

living conditions of the saints at that time the site is a symbol to

mormons of the hardships that were endured in order to establish a

remote place in which the church could survive anderson and

anderson 1988

sacred sites within the mormon culture region

even the state of utah itself can be seen as a pilgrimage

destination as it is highly sacred for most mormons henrie 1972

jackson and henrie 1983 table 1 utah is part of a larger region

commonly referred to as the mormon culture region As such it

makes up a phenomenon unequalled by any other cultural or

religious group in the united states zelinskyzelinskyZei 1961insky meinig 1965

sopher 1967 francaviglia 1970 1979 jackson 1978a the impact

that mormonism has had on the region creates a perception among

mormons that this area holds special significance even a sacredness
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about it important places of interest to mormons in utah include

such sites as brigham youngs winter home in st george several

temples found throughout the state including the manti temple at

which a pageant similar to the one held on hill cumorah is held

every july the golden spike national historic site which is of

interest to both mormons and nonmormonsnon alikemormons and many others

additionally for many mormons there are the village and home sites

which the sweat and sacrifice of ancestors have sanctified as well as

numerous cemeteries in which these ancestors lie

tempietempletemdle squareS

the

I1

most

uareaare

important pilgrimage destinations however can be

found in and around salt lake city with the most sacred of all

pilgrimage sites being temple square henrie 1972 jackson and

henrie 1983 table 1 the location of temple square was selected

by the prophet brigham young the day after the arrival of a small

group of mormon pioneers in the salt lake valley in july 1847 he

proclaimed that he had seen this place as the future temple site in a

vision prior to arriving in the salt lake valley

the temple itself was built of granite quarried from a canyon

twenty miles southeast of the square the building is of composite

style presenting features of both the gothic and the roman eras it

is one hundred eightysixeighty feetsix long and one hundred eighteen feet

wide including the groundlevelground extensionslevel of the corner towers its

most dominant features are its six spires or towers the tallest of

which rises 210 feet in height capped by a goldleafedgold statueleafed of the
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angel moroni the entire block on which the temple is located is

surrounded by a wall fifteen feet in height which was made

primarily of adobe bricks and red sandstone and has since been

reconstructed with more durable material the wall is sixfeetsix thickfeet

and stretches oneeighthone ofeighth a mile in each of its four directions

surrounding not only the temple but several other buildings as well

map 8 the area enclosed within these walls is temple square

talmage 1978 jackson rinschede & knapp 1989

chief among other buildings on temple square is the mormon

tabernacle home of the world renowned mormon tabernacle choir

this dome shaped structure was built between 1863 and 1867 at

the direction of brigham young and without blueprints or nails

made of native timbers and held together with wooden dowels

homemade glue and rawhide thongs it is 250 feet long and 150 feet

wide the elliptical dome shaped roof reroofedroofedre with aluminum in

1947 rests on fortyfourforty sandstonefour piers which are fourteen to

twenty feet high and three by nine feet thick inside there are no

posts to hold up the roof benches cover the bottom floor while

overheadover ahead horseshoe gallery increases the seating capacity to 6000

though 8000 and more fill the tabernacle at times at the west

end there is a speakers platform and organ console and choir seats

the back wall is covered by a very large organ case containing 189

ranks and 10810 pipes

the tabernacle is the official congregation site for the two

semiannualsemi meetingsannual held by the church in april and october in a

real sense these meetings are pilgrimage destinations every sunday

a mormon tabernacle choir performance music and the spoken
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200 west

1 north visitor center
2tabernacle
3 assembly hallhail
4 south visitor ballhallbali

west tempietemple

6 lionllon nousehouse
7 beehive house
8 brigham young monument
9 kennecott towartower
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word is broadcast from the tabernacle and every thursday night

the choir rehearses both the sunday performance and weekly

rehearsals are open to the public in addition tours are given of the

tabernacle everyday as well as organ recitals

the assembly hall is also an important building on temple

square completed in 1882 it is a multispiredmulti gothicspired style structure

which reflects the new england origins of the early leaders of the

church wood 1980 today it serves as the location of the temple

square concert series held on friday and saturday nights and as an

overflowover buildingflow for meetings held in the tabernacle

two visitors centers map 8 an older one on the north and a

newer one on the south opened in may of 1978 provide

information for visitors several onehalfone hourhalf tours are conducted

in the north visitors center as well as in the south visitors center

these tours begin every few minutes and are available in many

languages

the square also includes several historical monuments most

significant are the seagull and handcart pioneer monuments the
seagull monument gives recognition to the seagulls who saved the

mormon crops in 1848 when crickets mountain locusts were

destroying their crops the handcart pioneer monument

commemorates the suffering and sometimes death of some fifteen

hundred pioneers who attempted to cross the plains pulling

handcarts at a late date and encountered early snow storms in

addition to these monuments several other statues and memorials

which depict aspects of early mormon life can be found on temple

square
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to beautify temple square several flower gardens and grass

areas have been planted and fountains are found throughout the

square entrances to the grounds are found on all four sides of

temple square though the one on the east is kept permanently

closed because it enters directly into the more restricted temple area

this area can be reached only through two separate entrances and is

reserved for those attending temple sessions or weddings the
temple itself is not open to the public

other sites in saltsaitait lake city and the surroundingsurroundine area

many other points of interest to mormon pilgrims and non-

member tourists are also found in the vicinity of temple square

map 8 directly west of the square is the recently completed

church history and fine arts museum it features permanent and

rotating exhibits from church history church artifacts art and

photographic displays and a variety of other displays located

adjacent to the museum is the family history genealogical library

this is the largest facility in the world devoted to genealogical

research mormons as well as nonmormonsnon aremormons encouraged to use

the facility located between the library and the museum is the

duell log cabin the first house built in salt lake valley in 1847

recently restored and placed here after being located at several other

sites

east of temple square is the church administrative block this

block which consists of ten acres originally belonged to brigham

young though growth and expansion has resulted in the

construction of large modern buildings the block still includes a
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variety of older buildings some dating back the mid 19th century

when the mormons first arrived in the valley

the beehive and lion houses are the oldest buildings in the

church administrative block map 8 the beehive house the

former home of brigham young is located on the southeast comer of

the block next to it stands the lion house the original building from

which the affairs of the church were operated and an additional

home for the members of brigham youngs family entrance to the

lots of these houses was originally through the eagle gate to the east

which provided the entrance into the large compound of young

along with the beehive and lion houses the compound also included

farm lands a school house and a family cemetery the beehive and

lion houses are open to the public though the lion house offers no

tours it is now used primarily for parties and receptions both

houses have many of the original furnishings and the beehive house

in particular is considered a premier restoration in the country

anderson and anderson 1980 jackson rinschede and knapp

1989

other old buildings include the hotel utah and the old church

office building growth in the church outside the immediate valleys

of the rocky mountains led to extended visits from mormons to salt

lake city built in 1911 the hotel utah was the first church building

officially oriented towards accommodating these mormon visitors

ten stories high it overshadowed the adjacent buildings from

brigham youngyoungs era in 1917 growth of the church also resulted in

the construction of the original church office building from which

the affairs of the church were administered this building still
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houses offices for church leaders anderson and anderson 1988

jackson rinschede & knapp 1989

on the northwest corner of the block is the relief society

building which was completed in 1956 it houses offices for women

leaders in the churchs relief society and exhibits pertaining to their

work finally the newest and largest of the buildings on this block is

the 28 story church office building built in 1972 to provide

additional space from which to govern the continually growing

church it is the location for most of the churchs administrative

offices and departments tours of the building include a stop at the

observation deck on the 26th floor from which much of the city can

be viewed particularly temple square

the brigham young statue erected on the 50th anniversary of

the founding of the city is located at the intersection of south

temple and state street the monument depicts three periods in the

development of the salt lake valley the indians the mountain men

and the mormon pioneers anderson and anderson 1988

though of lesser importance in terms of numbers who visit

them there are several other sites in the area worth noting east of

the administrative block is the brigham young cemetery once part

of the young estate brigham young and members of his families are

buried there another cemetery for early church leaders newell K

whitney and heber C kimball is located north of the administrative

block north of temple square is the mormon handicraft shop where

handicraft goods made by women in the utah and idaho area are

sold
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pilgrim sites located further from temple square include the

mormon battalion monument which gives honor to the patriotism of

a volunteer force which was raised to fight in california during the

mexicanamericanmexican waramerican welfare square the first major facility built

under the church welfare plan a plan by which the needs of the

poor in the church could receive assistance in the 1930s the

daughters of the utah pioneers museum which is filled with artifacts

from pioneer times and the this is the place monument which

depicts brigham young and the first group of pioneers entering the

valley in 1847 and declaring it the place where the mormons would

settle

though of more importance as tourist sites rather than as

pilgrim sites other sites of interest to mormons and nonmormonsnon

are

mormons

found in salt lake city and throughout the mormon cultural

region among them are ski resorts alta snowbird resort area

park city park west and others universities the largest of which

are brigham young university university of utah and utah state

university recreation areas including several national parks

commercial centers of which ZCMI or zions cooperative mercantile

institution has the most significance to mormons as a formerly

churchownedchurch commercialowned activity and other state historical sites

including the utah state capitol building meridian marker and the

golden spike national histonhistoric site

the importance of these sites as tourists destinations is

significant see wood 1980 yet in numbers and in interest they do

not compare to the importance temple square in 1988 temple

square received more visitors than any national park in the western
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united states including the grand canyon or yellowstone and

attracted more visitors than many national historic sites including

the statue of liberty it is the premier tourist destination in the

intermountain region

in an effort to understand why these visitors come and where

they come from the next chapter will be devoted to an indepthin

analysis

depth

of the temple square survey examination will be focused

on the purposes for each question and the information obtained

through a statistical analysis of the data from that information

conclusions can then be discussed
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chapter V

THE TEMPLETEWLE SQUARE SURVEY

the temple square survey was given in effort to understand

the motivations and characteristics of visitors to temple square

bhardwaj 1981 noted that not only do the spatial dimensions of the

pilgrim field differ but so also do the sociological makeupsmake andups

motivational characteristics of pilgrims thus it is important to

recognize differences in pilgrims themselves including their

motivation sex age health religious affiliation occupation

education economic status and place of origin in order to understand

the characteristics of given pilgrimage sites tanaka 1988 35

the temple square survey can be divided into four primary

areas of study 1 the personal characteristics of the respondents

2 the motivation frequency and duration of respondents stays

3 respondents reactions to salt lake city and temple square and

4 respondents knowledge of and visits to other sites in utah and

within mormondom for ease in examination the survey and data

obtained through the responses given will be studied using these

four areas of emphasis
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personal characteristics of the respondents

visitor origins

there were 4100000 visitors to temple square in 1988 of
these sample results reveal that 87.6876 percent were from outside

utah with eight western states totaling over fifty percent of

respondents table 2 the high percentage of visitors from the

western united states may in part be explained by the method used

in obtaining data however past studies have produced similar

results wood 1980 61 wood found that with the exclusion of utah

the seven remaining states in the table 2 totaled over 47 percent of

the visitors to temple square the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints the mormon church survey results show 30.4304 percent of

the visitors coming from the eight western states in table 2 the

other highrankinghigh statesranking included texas pennsylvania new york

and florida see appendix B

table 2

major western sources of visitors to temple square

place percent place percent

arizona 2.626 oregon 3.737

california 18.4184 utah 6.060

colorado 3.030 washington 5.656

idaho 10.5105 wyoming 2.626

TOTAL 49.8498498 percent
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proximity to salt lake city then appears to be a critical factor in

identifying temple square visitors in addition the large mormon

population found in the western united states map 4 may account

at least partially for knowledge of and visits to temple square

of the nearly fortyeightforty percenteight of visitors with origins

outside the eight western states mentioned above approximately

nine percent were from outside the united states map 9 with

canada 4.242 percent mexico 7.7 percent west germany 7.7 percent

and africa 7.7 percent being the four leading foreign sources other

visitors came exclusively from five european countries including

belgium england france italy and the netherlands all with 4.4

percent each though survey responses were not received from

visitors of countries other than those listed above visitors to temple

square come from many other areas of the world the mormon

church survey listed visitors from 26 foreign countries throughout

the world see appendix B the lack of responses to this survey

from other foreign countries may be due in part to a language

barrierbanterbanier as the survey was written only in english it may also be

partly due to the method of distribution biased towards those

driving to temple square and thus eliminating many of the overseas

visitors

religion

slightly less than fifty percent 49.1491 of all respondents to the

temple square survey were mormon followed by protestants 25.1251

percent roman catholics 7.575 percent and those claiming no

religion 7.575 percent chart 5 an additional 7.575 percent belonged
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chart 5

to various other religious bodies the mormon percentage may

appear to be lower than what would be expected in order to support

the hypothesis that visitors to templetempie square are largely made up of

mormon pilgrims in needs to be noted however that the sampling

process that emphasized outofstateout carsof biasedstate the samplesampie and

probably underrepresentsunder utahansrepresents who are largely mormon in

addition an estimated 100000 mormons visit tempietemple square

annually to participate the churchs semiannualsemi conferencesannual heldheid in

april and october that were not surveyed though 100000 is only a

smallsmail percentage of the roughly four million that visit the square

many mormon pilgrims presumably make their visits during these

conference periods and thus represent a significant portion of the
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mormons that were surveyed it is postulated that the largest

percentage are pilgrims A number of crosstabulations have been

done specifically on mormon responses in comparison to the other

religions to the survey questions and the data obtained through this

analysis will be presented throughout the rest of this chapter

party size and description

family appears to be important to visitors to temple square

of those responding to the survey the large majority came either as

a husband and wife 37.5375 percent or as a family with children 30

percent chart 6 only six percent reported coming alone

when comparing these categories by religion no significance

appears however it should be recognized that mormons had the

largest percentage 41 percent of visitors coming as a family with

children chart 7 in addition the average mormon family size

5.33533 people was larger than that of nonmormonnon familiesmormon 4.06406

people A chisquarechi testsquare shows that this is significant at the .0505

level both of these facts are congruent with mormon belief in the

importance of children and family life the fact that more mormons

came as families with children may also be indicative of a desire

among mormons to instill in their children the importance of temples

and teachings associated with other historical and sacred sites the
largest percentage coming as a husband and wife were the

protestants 61 percent and roman catholics 50 percent with

mormons making up a much smaller percentage 21 percent
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the only other group worth noting are those coming with

friends and relatives twice as many mormons came with relatives

and friends than any other religious group this is presumably due

to the fact that many mormon visitors have friends and relatives in

the salt lake city area since the area is so predominantly mormon

in support of this presumption a crosstabulationcroscross ofs- tabulation religion and

party description shows that a larger percentage of mormons stayed

with friends and relatives in salt lake city 61 percent than any

other singular religious group or the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon as a

whole 9.191 percent

the importance of family is also represented by the fact that

seventynineseventy percentnine of all respondents were presently married

with only 1.515 percent being divorced chart 8 only sixteen percent

of the respondents had never been married in addition responses

indicate that the average size group chart 9 visiting temple square

is larger than any other tourist attraction in the state with 3.535 people

utahs 1 industry potential 1965 13 this is another factor

illustrating that temple square is popular for couples and families

education occupation and income

survey results suggest that visitors to temple square are made

up primarily of those in the middle to upper socioeconomicsocio leveleconomic of

society As evidence of this more than eighty percent 83.8838 of the

visitors to temple square received some college education with over

fifty percent 52 being college graduates chart 10 the largest

percentage had some graduate or special educational training beyond
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chartqa 10

bachelor degree level 37.8378 percent and only three percent had not

graduated from high school

the income and occupational characteristics of the visitors

reflect this high level of education over fifty percent 51.3513 of the

respondentsspon indicateddents incomes of more than 30000 dollars per year

while less than twenty percent 16.8168 earned less than 20000 dollars

per year chart 11 the highest incomes at least 50000 per year

were earned by more than sixteen percent of the respondents not

surprisingly those with the highest incomes also had the highest

educationalducat levelionallonallonai of those with incomes over 40000 dollars per

year 43.2432 percent had at least earned a college degree while only

12.8128 percent of the respondents with no college education earned

that much
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occupational characteristics are alsoaiso indicative of the high levellevei

of education completed by visitors over forty percent of

respondents listed occupations in business education or other

professions such as medicine or law chart 12 of these 44144.1

percent reported annual incomes of more than 40000 dollars an

additional 9.595 percent had other white collar occupations the
largest occupational group were the retired 22.1221 percent and

housewives alsoaiso constituted a significant portion with 16516.5 percent

only 3 percent of respondents reported occupations in labor eitherelther

factory or some other type and just one respondent 4.4 percent

classified himself as a farm owner or manager the only other group

of significance were those that were students 7.575 permentpercent probably

due largely to the several universities located in close proximity to

templetempie square
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chartchant 12

age sex and vacation activity preferences

almost allaliail respondents to the survey were twenty years or

older 96396.3 percent with the two largest groups being between the

ages of 303930 25125.139 percent or over 60 24724.7 percent chart 13

visitors falling in the other age categories were fairly evenly

distributed more females responded to the survey than malesmaies

chart 14 with 58858.8 percent and 41241.2 percent respectively

finally to determine if there was any common preference for

vacation activities among templetempie square visitors respondents were

asked to indicate their enjoyment of visiting various types of places
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or events by ranking them on a scale of one to five A ranking of one

indicated that they liked the activity the least while a ranking of

five indicated they liked it the most A ranking of three indicated a

neutral response to the listed activity responses reveal a high

degree of preference among visitors for national parks historic sites

museums and relatives table 3 while activities with a higher

degree of dislike include sporting events amusement parks and

shopping areas

table 3

activity preference of visitors to temple square

activity percent like percent dislike

national parks 74.9749 2.222

historical sites 69.7697 2.929

relatives 61.8618 6.060

museums 48.3483 11.3113

plays concerts 47.9479 8.282

beaches 40.8408 15.3153

shopping areas 30.3303 24.7247

amusement parks 24.7247 31.1311

sporting events 21.7217 38.2382
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A crosstabulationcross oftabulation religious affiliation and enjoyment of

historical sitessltes chart 15 shows that nonmormonnon respondentsmormon have

a higher preference for historic sitessltes 76576.5 percent than mormon

respondents 64 percent with catholics and nonreligiousnon

respondents

religious

having the largest percentage enjoying historical sitessltes

80 percent this may indicate that while nonmormonsnon visitmormons

templetempie square largely because they enjoy visiting historical sitessltes

many mormons probably visit more for religious purpose than

because they necessarily enjoy this type of activity

chart 15

respondents enjoyment of historical sitessltes
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motivation frequency and duration of stays

reasons for comingcomine to temple square

of primary importance to this study is the motivational aspects

in attracting visitors to temple square though no question in the

survey asked specifically whether visitors considered themselves

pilgrims to temple square a number of other questions were asked

which gave respondents opportunity to list their reasons for visiting

in addition the frequency and duration of visits also offer important

insight in understanding these reasons

almost seventy percent 68.8688 of respondents were repeat

visitors chart 16 with those reporting this to be at least their sixth

visit to temple square making up the largest percentage 38.6386

percent nearly fortyfiveforty percentfive 44.2442 of all repeat visitors were

mormon chart 17 with mormons representing onethirdone ofthird the

repeat visitors who were making at least their sixth visit almost

seventy percent of all mormon visitors were making at least their

sixth visit 68.7687 percent in contrast though more than one

quarter of all respondents were visiting for the first time 28.8288

percent mormons represented only 3 percent of the total only 6.363

percent of the mormon respondents had not been to temple square

before

first time visitors were made up primarily of those claiming no

religion catholics and protestants over onehalfone ofhalf the catholic

visitors were making their first visit 55 percent to temple square

and only one catholic visitor 5 percent had been to the square

more than twice protestants however were categorized along a
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chartohartchant 16

number of visits to temple square by respondents
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templetempie

itingbiting

inforanformatiomatlon

g much wider spectrum though onehalfone werehalf visiting temple sqmresligga
for the first time and another onequarter for their time ten sscn

C

percent of all protestants were making at least their sixth visit tlissistl
respondents

iSSiS

learned of temple square from a variety of slilsb
sources chart 18 with mormon church membership being the

primary source of information for roughly fortyfiveforty percentfive of the

visitors 44.2442 for other respondents no one source of information

dominates with only friends and relatives countingaccounting for more than

ten percent of respondents information the next most common

source was traveltouristtravel informationtourist 8.282 percent very few

Svis quare

one quarter in tsecond ti e en

thsix

var ety

7

ac

formatirespondents heard about templetempie square through mediamedla in olaoia

such as television 4.4 percent newspaper or magazine articles or

a&utisements 2.626 percent or a church 4announcement percen

ohartchart 18
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it should be noted however that almost twenty percent of

respondents 19.1191 heard about temple square through a

combination of several sources

when asked specifically to choose from several possible

answers their reasons for coming to temple square they were asked

to check all that applied only 26 percent of all visitors indicated

that they came for religious reasons we are mormons and wanted

to see the visitor center and the tabernacle table 4 only fifty

percent of mormon visitors responded that this was at least one of

their most important reasons for visiting chart 19 while one

third of all visitors indicated they came to salt lake city primarily to

visit temple square or other historic sites of interest the mormon

church survey also indicated that onethirdone ofthird the visitors came to

table 4

purpose for visit to temple square

purpose percent

to visit temple or other historic points of interest 33.0330
to do genealogy 28.1281281
we are mormon and wanted to visit the visitors centers 26226.2
to add to general education 19.0190
primarily to do business in salt lake city 18.0180
to visit family in the area 14.6146
to see the tabernacle 11.6116
interested in learing more about the church 7.575
temple wedding 7.575
interested in architecture 6.464
curious to see what attracts so many people 4.141
thinking of moving to the area 1.919
the missionaries invited me 1.515
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bilityability

salt lake city primarily to visit templetempie square see appendixpendix B

only 17.5175 percent of mormons visitors answered that they had come

for this reason however of first time mormon visitors 37.5375 percent

indicated that at least one of their major reasons for coming was to

visit temple square because they were mormon or in connection

with visiting several historic sites in the area this indicates the

possibility that many of the repeat mormon visitors may not

perceive temple square as a major reason for their visit because

they have come before responding instead that they come for

reasons such as to visit relatives in the area 22.9229 percent or to do

genealogy 27 percent which in and of itself can be viewed as a

pilgrim activity since genealogy work is so strongly encouraged by

church leaders this possibility will be explored further when

analyzing other responses given by first time mormon visitors

interestingly 22.1221 percent of the mormon respondents came

primarily for business purposes while only 13.9139 percent of non

mormons did this is perhaps indicative of the strong ties in many

aspects other than simply religious ones that mormons have to the

area it may also be an indication that mormons who come to salt

lake city on business include a visit to temple square while non

mormon businessmen do not

nonmormonnon responsesmormon to what prompted their visit to temple

square were widely distributed with only a few reasons being

indicated as important by more than fifteen percent of the non

mormon respondents overwhelmingly the most important reason

for coming to salt lake city for nonmormonnon respondentsmormon was to

visit temple square and other historic points of interest with 47.8478
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visit templetempie square and other historic points of interest with 47847.8

percent indicating this as one of their primary reasons other

important motivators were to do add to their general education 30830.8

percent to do genealogy 28628.6 permentpercent and to see the tabernacle

where the choir sings 18418.4 percent

over sixtyfivesixty percentfive of the respondents 66766.7 classified

their visit to templetempie square as part of a vacation charts 20 & 21

and almost fifty percent 47147.1 of those who responded that they

were on vacation reported that their vacation would be at least one

week in length chart 22 roughly onequarterone ofquarter respondents

answered that their vacation would last from eight to fourteen days

24324.3 percent and 22822.8 percent responded that their vacation would

be longer than two weeks only six percent indicated that their

vacation would be shorter than five days

chart 20

respondents on vacation

on vacation

not on vacation
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chart 21

chart 22
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the large percentage of respondents making relatively long

vacations can be explained by the fact that nearly onehalfone 47.5475half

percent of all respondents were either just past passing through

21.7217 percent or had utah as one of several destinations only 7.171

percent indicated that temple square was their major destination

however an additional 36.3363 percent had utah 17.2172 percent or salt

lake city as their major destination

A breakdown by religion shows that almost onethirdone ofthird the

mormon respondents 32.8328 percent had temple square 9.292 percent

or salt lake city as their major destination chart 23 an additional

onequarterone ofquarter the mormon visitors 23.7237 percent indicated that

utah was their major destination responses made by first time

mormon visitors were similar to those made by mormon visitors

overall with only a slightly larger percentage of the first time

visitors indicating temple square as their major destination 12.5125

percent fifty percent of the first time mormon visitors indicated

that utah 25 percent salt lake city 12.5125 percent or temple

square was their major destination

nonmormonnon responsesmormon reveal however that the majority of

nonmormonnon visitorsmormon were either just passing through 26.6266 percent

or had utah as one of several destinations 28.1281 percent only the

protestant respondents had a significant percentage having temple

square as their major destination 9 percent of those responding

that they were first time mormon visitors fifty percent indicated

that utah 25 percent salt lake city 12.5125 percent or temple

square was their major destination
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duration of stays in salt lake city and at temdletempletempie square

the fact that the majority of respondents indicated temple

square and salt lake city as only one of several destinations is also

represented in short durations of stay in the city nearly seventy

five percent 74.5745 reported that they would stay in salt lake city

for fewer than five days table 5 with 41.5415 percent of these staying

one day or less the mormon church survey reported similar results

with 33.2332 percent staying one day or less see appendix B only

12.3123 percent indicated that they would stay longer than one week

of these respondents indicated genealogy 72.7727 percent visiting

relatives 30.3303 percent and desire by mormons to visit temple

square 30.3303 percent among their most important reasons for

coming

respondentsrespondents1 visits to temple square were also of short

duration table 6 almost onehalfone 47.5475half indicated they would stay

two hours or less with fewer than onequarterone 24quarter percent

responding that they would stay longer than four hours of those

that reported they would stay longer than four hours the largest

percent were either visitors who came to salt lake city primarily to

visit temple square and other historic points of interest 40.6406

percent or visitors who came to do genealogy 34.3343 percent

mormons visiting the square for religious purpose also constituted a

large percentage of those staying longer than four hours with 28.1281

percent

A breakdown by religion shows however that mormon

respondents tended to stay shorter lengths of time at temple square

in comparison to nonmormonnon respondentsmormon chart 24 over
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table 5

length of stay in salt lake city

length

less than one day
one day
242 days4
575 days7

8148 days14
15 days or more
no answer

table 6

length of stay at temple square

length

010 hour1

over I11 hour to 2 hours
over 2 hours to 4 hours
over 4 hours to 6 hours
greater than 6 hours

80

le percent

percent

21.7217
25825.8
21.7217217

7.171
16916.9

288
330
log

52

22
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33033.0
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threequartersthree 76276.2quarters percent of the mormon respondents stayed

four hours or shorter with 56456.4 percent staying two hours or less by

comparison only 64864.8 percent of nonmormonsnon stayedmormons four hours or

less and only 39839.8 percent stayed two hours or shorter those who

stayed the longest at templetempie square greater than six hours

included those claiming no religion 20 percent the protestants

17917.9 percent and the catholics 15 percent only 13713.7 of the

mormon respondents stayed more than six hours

the shorter stays of mormon visitors versus nonmormonnon

visitors

mormon

can in part be explained by the fact that the large

percentage of mormon respondents are repeat visitors and have thus

presumably seen much of templetempie square before some even J
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consumiconsume

numerous times in support of this idea mormon respondents who

indicated they were first time visitors stayed a greater length of time

than repeat mormon visitors fifty percent of these first time

visitors stayed longer than four hours while only 20.6206 percent of the

repeat mormon visitors stayed that long in addition many of the

tours and displays offered at temple square are designed more for

nonmormonnon visitorsmormon or are probably perceived by mormon visitors

to be that way than for mormon visitors concentrating on

explaining many fundamental aspects of mormonism that most

mormons are already familiar with thus mormon visitors do not feel

a need to participate the tours mormon visitors most mormons

probably come more for the purpose of affirmingreaffirmingre group

membership and strengthening their spiritual feelings about their

religion than for the more timeconsumingtime activitiesconsuming of viewing all

the sites and displays

visitor reactions to tempietempletemdle squareS andsuare salt lake city

three openendedopen questionsended were included in the survey with

the purpose of soliciting a general idea concerning what things

visitors both liked and disliked about temple square and salt lake

city when asked what they liked most about salt lake city nearly

one quarter of respondents indicated that they liked the appearance

of the city 24 percent table 7 other answers given by a high

percentage of respondents included temple square 13.1131 percent

and friendly people or relatives 12 percent

appearance was also indicated by the largest percentage of

respondents as what they liked most about temple square 36.7367
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table 7

what did you like most about
salt lake city

like most

appearance
temple square
friendly peoplerelativesPeople
other

Relatives
tourist attractions

city layout
genealogy library

table 8

what did you like most
about temple square

like most

appearance
feelingatmosphereFeeling

tabernacle
Atmosphere

and choir
guides and tours
visitors centers
friendly people

83

percent

24024.0
13113.1
12012.0
5.252
2.626
1.919

240

120

52

26

367

135

56

36736.7
13513.5
10910.9
5.656
1.919
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percent with the feeling or atmosphere 13.5135 percent the

tabernacle and choir 10.9109 percent and the guides and tours 5.656
percent also being indicated by a large number of respondents

table 8 the feeling or atmosphere of temple square was indicated

by a much larger percentage of mormons 22.1221 percent than non

mormons 4.747 percent as being the most liked thing about temple

square chart 25 supporting the idea that many mormons visit the

square for religious purpose appearance was the only other thing

reported by a high percentage of mormons as the thing they liked

most 29 percent with the tabernacle and choir guides and tours

and visitors centers receiving much smaller percentages

for nonmormonnon respondentsmormon appearance was indicated as the

most liked thing by an overwhelming majority 44.5445 percent only

the tabernacle and choir 16.4164 percent and the guides and tours 7.878

percent received any other significant responses

nearly twothirdstwo 63.3633thirds percent of the all the respondents

found nothing that they disliked about temple square chart 26

with only parking difficulty being indicated by more than five

percent 5.656 of the respondents parking difficulty was given as the

least liked thing by all religions except protestants who indicated

that the missionary efforts of the guides and not being able to enter

the temple were the least liked things each response receiving 9

percent interestingly mormon respondents indicated more than

any other group that they did not like the crowds on temple square

perhaps reflecting their desire to visit the square to gain a particular

feeling religious purpose than for tourist activities
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familianfamiliarity with other mormon sites and utah attractions

familiarity with religious and secular sites in utah

to determine the degree to which temple square if a focus of

pilgrimlikepilgrim activitylike for visitors respondents were asked about a

number of other sites which are of importance to mormons or are

found within utah respondents were asked about their knowledge

of a site and whether they had visited or planned to visit it table

9

table 9

familiarity with religious and secular
sites in utah

site

90go

19lg

visited plan to visit

great salt lake
genealogical library
ZCMI mall
church office building
brigham young monument
utah state capitol building
zion national park

beehive house
eagle gate
crossroads plaza mall

los angeles temple
this is the place monument
church history and art museum
park city
oakland temple
lion house

41.6416
34.1341
33.0330
32.6326
30.3303
28.8288
28.5285
28128.1
26.6266
26.2262
24.7247
23.2232
22.5225
21.3213
20.6206
20.6206

87

9.090
8.282
4.141
4.141
3.434
6.464
7.171
3.030
3.737
4.545
4.141
5.252
4.949
3.030
4.141
1.919

ty

4 1

28 1

it

Attracti

416

330
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288

285

266
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109log

90go

19ig

19ig

lgig

ite visited plan to visit

nauvoo
hotel utah
washington D C temple
mormon pioneer memorial
carthage jail
salt palace
st george temple
arches national monument
flaming gorge recreation area
pioneer museum
dinosaur national monument
relief society building
provo temple
palmyra
manti temple
hill cumorah
altasnowbirdalta resortsnowbird area
logan temple
sacred grove
jordan river temple
ogden temple
kirtland temple
bryce canyon national park
canyonlandsCanyon nationallands park

adam ondi ahman
bingham copper mine
brigham young farm home
meridian marker
welfare square
mormon battalion monument
winter quarters cemetery
capitol reef national park

19.1191
19.1191igiigl
18.0180
17.2172
16.1161igligi
16.1161igiigl
15.4154
15.0150
14.6146
14.2142
13.9139
13.9139
13.1131
12.7127
12.7127
12.4124
12.4124
12.0120
11.6116
11.2112
10.9109
10.5105
10.1101iol
10.1101lolloi
9.090
8.686
8.686
7.575
6.767
6.767
5.656
4.949
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142

139
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127
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124

124

120

116

105

86
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75

67

67

56

49

86

26

49

26

67

26

34

52

26

49

71

15

45

82

34

82

26

79

26

56

45

45

56

49

15

49

22

8.686
2.626
4.949
2.626
6.767
2.626
3.434
5.252
2.626
4.949
7.171
1.515
4.545
8.282
3.434
8.282
1.515
2.626
7.979
1.919
2.626
5.656
4.545
4.545
5.656
4.949
1.919
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an examination of table 9 reveals that fewer than onequarterone

of

quarter

all respondents had either visited or planned to visit many other

mormon religious sites or utah tourist attractions even those sites

located within close proximity to temple square some as close as a

few hundred feet were visited by overwhelmingly fewer numbers

than temple square indicating a considerable dominance of temple
square in the activity space of visitors As has been mentioned only

a small percentage of the respondents indicated that they had come

to salt lake city primarily to visit temple square yet the majority

do not indicate that they visited other sites in the city either only

the great salt lake was visited by more than forty percent 41.2412 of

the respondents this would seem to give support to the idea that

many of the visitors to temple square come to salt lake city

primarily to visit the square for religious purpose to further

explore this idea however some examination of other mormon

tourist activity needs to be undertaken

not surprisingly a crosstabulation of religion and mormon

religious sites in utah reveals that a much larger percentage of

mormons versus nonmormonsnon aremormons familiar in some way with

mormon religious sites charts 27 28 & 29 on average over one

half 55.8558 percent of the mormon respondents either knew of had

visited or planned to visit the mormon religious sites in utah with

only the brigham young farm home the pioneer museum and the

mormon battalion monument being unfamiliar either by simple

knowledge a visit or a plan to visit to more than fifty percent of the

mormon respondents it should be noted that though no space was

given for respondents to specifically indicate that they did not
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ohartchartchant 27

respondents knowledge of religious sitessltes in utah
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chartchant 28

respondents who have visited religious sites in utahutahn
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g respondents who planpian to visit religious sitessltes in utah
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have any knowledge of a particular site it is assumed that if they did

not indicate knowledge of visits to or plans to visit they did not

have any knowledge of the site

the utah mormon site receiving the most visits by mormon

respondents who visited temple square was the church office

building almost fifty percent 48.1481 indicated that they had visited

the church office building with an additional 4.646 percent indicating

plans to visit it by comparison less than half 22.7227 percent of the

nonmormonnon respondentsmormon indicated that they had either visited or

planned to visit the building despite the fact that it is located

adjacent to temple square

many other mormon sites within utah had been visited by

more than onethirdone ofthird the mormon respondents including the

church history genealogical library 37.4374 percent the beehive

house 34.4344 percent the lion house 31.3313 percent the church

history and art museum 33.6336 percent the brigham young

monument 35.9359 percent and the this is the place monument 31.2312

percent in addition several respondents on average 5 percent

indicated plans to visit these religious sites sometime in the future

in contrast other less churchrelatedchurch touristsrelated sites in utah

were visited by far fewer mormon respondents As a whole these

other tourists sites were visited by an average of only onefifthone 21.4214fifth

percent of the mormon respondents even though mormon

respondents indicated almost as much knowledge of these sites as

the religious sites in utah an average of 54.7547 percent indicated some

familiarity only the ZCMI mall located just south of temple square

and the great salt lake received more than onethirdone ofthird the mormon
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respondents who had visited temple square with 45.8458 percent and

38.2382 percent of the respondents respectively

next to mormon respondents protestants revealed the greatest

familiarity with mormon religious sites in utah an average of over

twentyfivetwenty percentfive 25.7257 of the protestant respondents indicated

some familiarity with mormon religious sites and 16.1161igligi percent of

these had actually visited these sites As a whole however non

mormon respondents had significantly fewer numbers either visiting

or planning to visit religious sites with only genealogical library

31.3313 percent and the brigham young monument 25 percent

receiving at least onefourthone offourth all nonmormonnon respondentsmormon non

mormon respondents also revealed less familiarity with the utah

religious sites as a whole with only an average 25.2252 percent

indicating that they knew of had visited or had plans to visit these

sites

nonmormonnon respondentsmormon knowledge of secular sites however

reveals a higher degree of familiarity an average of thirtyfivethirty

percent

five

of the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon indicated some familiarity

with an average of nearly twenty percent of these reporting having

visited these tourists sites several secular utah sites had been

visited by almost onethirdone ofthird the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon

including the utah state capitol building 30.5305 percent zion national

park 29.7297 percent and bryce canyon 28.1281 percent the great salt

lake had been visited by 46.1461 percent of the nonmormonnon

respondents

mormon

and an additional 13.3133 percent indicated plans to visit

the lake
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the data reveals then that while a greater percentage of

mormon respondents are familiar with and make visits to all the

tourists sites in utah religious and secular nonmormonnon visitorsmormon

display a greater knowledge of and tendency to visit secular sites

over religious sites and mormons show a greater familiarity with

and tendency to visit religious sites over secular sites it follows

then that visits to mormon religious sites are primarily religiously

motivated and that many of the mormon respondents visiting

temple square are participating in pilgrimlikepilgrim activitylike

familiarity with mormon religious sites outside utah

an examination of the respondents familiarity with and visits

to other religious sites within mormondom reveals similar patterns

on the average almost threefourthsthree 73.2732fourths of mormon respondents

indicated some familiarity either by knowledge or visits with

mormon religious sites outside of utah chart 30 while only an

average of 5.252 percent of the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon indicated the

same type of familiarity of the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon no one

group showed significant familiarity with mormon religious sites

over another though it is interesting that none of the catholics

responding indicated that they either knew of had visited or

planned to visit any of these sites

the mormon religious site outside of utah which had received

the most mormon visitors of the surveyed respondents was nauvoo

with 34.3343 percent of the respondents indicating that they had visited

nauvoo and an addition 16.8168 percent indicating that they plan to

visit it with the exclusion of the kirtland temple which had only
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chart 30

been visited by 20620.6 percent of the respondents each of the other

religious sitessltes had been visited by roughly onequarterone toquarter onethirdone

of

third

the mormon respondents an average of an additional 14614.6

percent indicated plans to visit these sitessltes

nauvoo was the most visited site by nonmormonnon respondentsmormon

as wellweliweil with 6.262 percent indicating they had visited this site other

mormon religious sitessltes only had from 7.7 percent to 2.323 percent of the

nonmormonnon respondentsmormon visit them and just three sitessltes were

indicated in plans for a future visit and even then only by 7.7 percent

of the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon

though it is not surprising that such a large percentage of the

mormon respondents versus nonmormonnon respondentsmormon showed
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surprisurpris

some kind of familiarity with mormon religious sites the fact that so

many had visited or at least had future plans to visit these sites

again gives support to the idea that many of the mormon visitors to

temple square are pilgrims in the process of making pilgrimlikepilgrim

visits

like

to many of the sites within mormondom these mormon

visitors may or may not be involved in worship or pilgrimage in the

traditional sense for even though visits may reflect religious beliefs

visitors are not involved in a specific or ritualistic religious

performance rites associated with mormon religious sites are

confined to the temples of the church jackson rinschede & knapp

1989

familiarity with mormonmorm temples

because the ceremonies performed in the temples are believed

as essential for personal salvation all adult members are urged to

visit a temple at least once in their lifetime and preferably many

times each year As a result slightly more than five million

mormons visit mormon temples each year with the provo jordan

river ogden and salt lake city temples receiving the most visitors

an estimated 650000 separate visits are made to the the provo

temple to perform sacred ceremonies each year with the jordan

river ogden and salt lake temples receiving an additional 300000

to 450000

it is not surprising then that mormon respondents to the

temple square survey indicated a high degree of familiarity with

mormon temples charts 31 32 & 33 each of the mormon temples

listed in the survey was familiar to at least sixty percent of the
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chart 33
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los
angeles templetempie 43543.5 percent the oakland templetempie 37437.4 percent

and the washington D C templetempie 34334.3 percent the templetempie

receiving the fewest visitors from the mormon respondents was the

ogden templetempie with only 19819.8 percent because of the large numbers

of mormons who visit temples each year however it is possible that

though only twenty to fortyfiveforty percentfive of the mormon respondents

indicated having visited each of the temples a larger percentage of

the mormon respondents have probably visited at least one of these

temples

nonmormonnon respondentsmormon alsoaiso showed a higher degree of

familiarity with mormon temples in comparison to other mormon
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109log

109log

activiacrivi
I1

ties

religious sites the los angeles temple was the most wellknownwell toknown

nonmormonnon respondentsmormon as well with 12.5125 percent indicating that

they at least knew of this temple and half of these indicating that

they had either visited the los angeles temple 5.555 percent or had

plans to visit it this is probably a reflection of the large percentage

of respondents who indicated their residence was in california the
only other temples recognized by more than ten percent of the non

mormon respondents were the washington D C temple 10.9109 and

the st george temple 10.9109

conclusion

while the data does not categoricallyuncategoricallyun indicate that visitors to

temple square are pilgrims it does suggest that for mormons visits

are at least part of a pilgrimagetourist phenomena survey results

clearly indicate difference between mormon and nonmormonnon

visitors

mormon

not only in such aspects as durations of stay in the city and

at temple square but also in their indicated reasons for coming and

activities while in the city and in the larger sphere of mormondom

these differences will be developed in the final chapter
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chapter six

SUMMARY AND conclusions

summary

temple square is perceived by mormons to be the most sacred

site in mormondom As such it attracts more visitors than any other

site in the state of utah or the entire intermountain region temple
square is the symbol of mormonism both for mormons and non

mormons alike this fact combined with the fact that salt lake city

acts as the major religious headquarters for the mormon church

cannot be ignored when studying the motivations for visits to

temple square both mormons and nonmormonsnon visitmormons temple

square as an important religious and historical site in mormonism

for nonmormonnon visitorsmormon to temple square the primary motivation

behind such visits may be any one or more of a number of things

for mormon visitors however their belief in mormonism and in

temple square and salt lake city as sacred places must be seen as

an important motivator in prompting their visits
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conclusions

though no official doctrine mandates mormon church members

to make pilgrimages this fact does not preclude mormons from

engaging in pilgrimlikepilgrim activitieslike the questions that must be

answered in context of this thesis are 1 are the majority of the

visitors to temple square mormon pilgrims and 2 are there

differences between mormons and nonmormonsnon whomormons visit the

square that indicate pilgrimage motivation for the mormon visitors

though neither of these questions hypotheses can be

categoricallyuncategoricallyun verified the study undertaken does give some

indication of their validity

in reference to the first question are the majority of the

visitors to temple square mormon pilgrims it appears that the

answer is no the temple square survey conducted for this thesis

indicated that less than half the visitors to temple square 49.1491

percent were mormon while a survey conducted by the mormon

church in july of 1988 indicated that only onequarterone 27.8278quarter percent

of the visitors were mormon these statistics certainly give

indication that the majority of the visitors to temple square are non

mormon it should be noted again however that neither studies

surveyed visitors during the churchs two semiannualsemi conferencesannual

at which time an additional 100000 mormons visit the square

annually participating in pilgrimagelikepilgrimage activitieslike in addition the

fact that both surveys conducted the majority of their study and in

the churchs case all of their study during the summer months may

be an indication that there is some seasonality to religious groupsgroupstgroupist

visits to temple square with the majority of the nonmormonnon
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experienciexperiencexperience
I1

ing

visitors coming during the summer months and much less during

other times of the year such as during the conference periods in

april and october or during the christmas lighting display when

roughly 200000 visitors come to the square church news 1988

the differences between mormon and nonmormonnon visitorsmormon to

temple square however do give indication that many if not most

of the mormon visitors to temple square are engaged in pilgrimage

like activity in that they are at least religiouslymotivatedreligiously travelersmotivated

a part of the pilgrimagetourist phenomenon several differences

between mormon and nonmormonnon visitorsmormon support this idea

1 on average mormon respondents had visited the square

an average of at least 5.252 times while nonmormonnon respondentsmormon had

only visited an average of at least 2.323 times giving indication that

mormons have more of an interest and desire to visit this sacred

historical site

2 more mormons 22.1221 percent indicated experiencing a

special feeling while visiting temple square than nonmormonsnon 4.747mormons

percent

3 while a large percentage of the nonmormonnon respondentsmormon

indicated a desire to visit temple square because of their interest in

historical sites 76.5765 percent fewer mormon respondents revealed

interest in historical sites 64 percent giving indication that they

perhaps visit the square more for religious purposes

4 mormons showed a much greater familiarity with mormon

sacred and historical sites both in utah 55.8558 percent and outside

utah 73.2732 percent than non mormonscormons
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5 though few nonmormonnon respondentsmormon indicated a desire to

visit other mormon sacred and historical sites on average 10.4104

percent had visited other sites and only 2 percent had future plans

to do so a much larger percentage of mormon visitors indicated that

they had either visited many of the religious sites in mormondom

27 percent or that they had future plans to do so 8.181 percent

6 while nonmormonnon respondentsmormon revealed a greater

tendency to visit secular sites over religious sites in utah mormon

respondents displayed a greater tendency to visit religious sites over

sacred sites

7 though of less importance in showing pilgrimlikepilgrim activitylike

mormon and nonmormonsnon respondentsmormons also revealed differences in

their duration of stay in the city and on temple square where they

stayed while in the city who they came to temple square with and

how they heard about temple square

though these comparisons do not explicitly suggest that

mormon visitors to temple square are pilgrims they do give

indication that mormon motivations behavior and visiting patterns

in regards to temple square and other sacred and historical sites in

mormondom are quite different than those of nonmormonnon visitorsmormon

and also represent considerable evidence of pilgrimagelikepilgrimage behaviorlike

and motivation

it can be safely stated that salt lake city itself is different

from such pilgrimage sites as lourdes or mecca in that many if not

most visits to salt lake city are made for commercial or family

reasons not for religious ones while these other pilgrimage sites are

primarily visited and reliant upon religious pilgrimage activities
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however because temple square and the surrounding blocks do

receive such large numbers of pilgrims and tourists there are a

number of amenities in the city especially surrounding temple

square to support these visitors

the eastwesteast streetswest that bound temple square north temple

and south temple are the location of a variety of commercial

activities including hotels and motels restaurants gasoline stations

and shops designed for the tourist business visitors and pilgrims

one store in particular that is devoted primarily to pilgrims is the

mormon handicraft store already mentioned in chapter four

it should also be noted that though the temple square survey

did not concentrate on those who were making visits to the square

primarily to visit the temple itself mormon temples must be

acknowledged as part of the mormon pilgrimage phenomenon in

their function all temples represent places of pilgrimage resorted to

frequently by worthy members they are the mormon equivalent of

mecca though existing for quite a different reason and purpose just

as mecca is to muslims visits to mormon temples are viewed as a

saving11saving part of the religion As such visits to mormon temples by

mormons are viewed as an essential practice of which a necessary

part is the sacred ceremonies performed while there though for

most church members the journeys to mormon temples are no longer

as difficult and strenuous as they once were visits to mormon

temples are pilgrimages by modern definition as well as much of the

traditional definitions in that they are not recreational visits

definite conclusions cannot be formulated concerning the idea

of mormon pilgrimage however it is hoped that this study has
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shown that the behavior and attitudes of mormon visitors to temple

square does show some indication of pilgrimlikepilgrim activitylike such

pilgrimlikepilgrim activitylike appears to be a growing phenomenon in the

church even though there is no official recognition of such As the

mormon church continues to grow and spread further throughout the

world the sacred sites in mormondom found throughout the united

states will probably experience increased numbers of church

members making visits to these sites in a pilgrimagelikeikelikeilke way

unfortunately church regulations restricting access to temple

square grounds for questionnaire distribution effectively

handicapped this study making it impossible to acquire a more well

rounded survey which would probably have included more mormon

respondents still the information gained from this study does raise

some interesting possibilities finally it is hoped that this study has

shown a need for further study on the pilgrimage phenomenon and

especially that there is a valid place for the study mormon

pilgrimage within this phenomenon
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appendix A

SALT laleLACELAKE CITY
temple square survey

1 how many times have you visited temple squaresquare7squared

2 how did you hear about temple square
a television d radio g newspapermagazineNewspaper
b

Magazine
friendsrelativesFriends eRelatives tourist information h mormon missionanesassocmissionariesassoc

travel agent
c church announcement f I1 am LDS i mormon tabernacle choir

broadcast
j other list

330 what were the most important reasons that made you decide to visit temple
squaresquare9squared check all that apply

a came to SLC primarily for other business but included a visit to temple square
b came because I1 am interested in architecture
c we are mormons and wanted to see the visitor center and the tabernacle
d came to salt lake city primarily to visit temple square or other historic points of interest
e I1 am here to add to my general education
f came because I1 wanted to see the tabernacle where the choir sings every morning
g curious to see what attracts so many people
h interested in learning more about the church
i missionaries invited me
j family lives in SLC
k thinking of moving to the area
1 came to do genealogy

m other list

4 how did you travel to salt lake city

a private vehicle d trailer or camper g other list
b private airplane e train
c commercial air carrier f bus

5 where did youvou stay the night before entering salt lake citycity7

town statstate

6 how long will you stay in salt lake citacity7citv
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loio

7 where did you stay last night

a friendsrelativesFriends cRelatives campground

b hotelmotelHotel
hotelmotelhotel

Motel
namemotel d other list

campground name

8 where do you plan to stay the night after leaving salt lake citycity9

town state

9 how long do you plan or did you stay at temple square

10 did you sign the guest register in one of the visitor centers on temple squaresquare7squared

11 what other sacred places historicsites or other points of interest do you know of
do you plan on visiting or did youvisit in S LC check all that apply

plan to plan to
know of visited visit know or visited visit

1 beehive house 12 church history art museum
2 lion house 13 brigham young monument
3 relief society bldg 14 mormon pioneer memorial
4 eakieearieeastle gate 15 this is the place monument
5 mcmi2cmi7cmi 16 church office bldg and plaza
6 meridian marker 17 brigham young farm home
7 hotel utah 18 mormon battalion monument
8 utah state capitol 19 hansen planetarium
9 salt palace 20 genealogical library

10 crossroads plaza 21 pioneer museum
11 welfare square 22 other listl

12 what other places do you know of do you plan on visiting or did you
visit in utah check all that apply

plan to plan to
know of visited vightvigjt knowofknow of visited visit

1 arches 13 national forests
2 zion 14 natural bridges
3 bear lake 15 altasnowbirdalta resortsnowbird area
4 park city 16 bingham copper mine
5 bryce cany 17 provo templevisitorTemple centerVisitor
6 canyonlandsCanyon 18lands ogden templevisitorTemple centerVisitor
7.7 capitol reef 19 jordon river templevisitorTemple centelVisitor
8 cedar breaks 20110zno st george templevisitorTemple centerVisitor
9.9 dinosaur 21 logan templevisitorTemple centerVisitor

.1010 flaming gorge 22 manti temple visitor center
11 glen canyon 23 other list
1211 great4 salt lake
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vlsivisi ed

ao20

13 what places of importance to mormons do you know of do you plan on visiting or have
visited outside utah check all that apply

knowlinow of visited
plan to
visit

i

kirtland templetemdletempie

visited
plan totc
visit

1

1

12

13
1-

1

9 washington D C temple
10 los angeles temple
11 oakland temple

polynesian culture center
winter quarters cemetardemetar

14 adam ondi ahman
.1515 otherlistotherdistherdistOtOther

14

list

15

16

17

what did you like best about temple square

what did you like least about temple square

what did you like best about salt lake city

are you on a vacation yes no if yes how long will your vacation be

18 please indicate the types of things you most enjoy visiting when you are on vacation
please circle

like like
most nsutrai leatleastleht

1

n
2

eutrbutr
3

al
4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

like like
most neutral least

a musuems 1

b beaches 1

c relatives 1

d sporting events 1

e historical sites 1

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

f amusement parks
g shopping areas
h national parksrecreatior
i cultural events
J other list

19 what is the destination of your trip check the answer that is most applicable

a
b
c
d
e

passing through
utah is one of several destinations
utah is major destination
salt123altsait lake city is major destination
temple square is major destination

202o what is your current place of residenceresireGiresl

citvcitycita

dence

county statezip code
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I1 ex

I1 IQ

I1

additaddia ionallonailonal

21 what category best describes your party

a husband and wife
b family with children
c alone
d couple dating

22 how many members are in your party
1 c 3 e 5

e church charter group
f civic charter group
g friends and relatives
h other explain

a I11

b 2 d 4 f 69
g 10 20
h 21 50

23 sex of person filling out questionnaire
male b femalfemalea

24 age of person filling out questionnaire
a 19 or less
b 20 29
c 30 39

d
e
f

40 49
50 59
60 or over

25 what is your religious affiliation please be as specific as possible

26 checkheck the highest educational level completed
a less than high school graduate d
b high school graduate e
c some college

college graduate
beyond college graduate

27 what is your occupation check one
a civil service police or military e other professional i
b clerk salesman or clerical f factory laborer j
c teacher or school administrator g other laborer k
d business or managerial h farm owner or manager 1

student
Housewhousewifehousewif
retired or disabled
other list

28

29

what is the annual income of the person paying for the trip
a less than 10000 e 25 29999 i 45 49000
b 10 14999 f 30 34999 j 50000 or more
c 15 19999 g 35 39999
d 20 24999 h 40 44999

what is vourbour marital statusstatus7

30 please feel free to make any additional comments
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APPENDIX B

mormon church survey
of temple square visitors

1000 interviews taken between july 13 and august 4 1988

foreign vis

country

australia
austria
belgium
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china
england
france
germany
the nether
hong kong
indonesia
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ireland

united states C

state

alabama
alaska
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district of columbia

itoraitor
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lgig

iglg
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loio

lgig
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state
florida
georgia
hawaii
idaho
illinois
indiana
iowa
kansas
kentucky
louisiana
maine
maryland
massachusetts
michigan
minnesota
mississippi

pt
2.727

1.1

1.1

1.616
1.515
1.313
1.616
1.111

2.2
1.010

2.2
8.8

3.3

1.818
1.212

6.6

state
north dakota
ohio
oklahoma
oregon
pennsylvania
rhode island
south carolina
south dakota
tennessee
texas
utah
vermont
virginia
washington
west virginia
wisconsin

wyoming

how visitors came to salt lake city

by car

12

other

PC t

sg are

27

15

13

18

12

682 246 56

278

722

195 167

445

22

13

36

23

56

75

27

68.2682 by air 24.6246 by train 1.616 by bus 5.656

religious affiliation of visitors

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday mormon 27.8278
nonmormonnon mormon 72.2722

how visitors learned about temple square

friends 19.5195 brochures 16.7167 tabernacle choir
44.5445 including those who always knew about temple

square had read about it in history books and magazines had see
pictures of it on television and had heard about it on television
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lgig

sitorssitor5

length of visitorvisitors stay in salt lake city

1 night 23 2 nights 7 4 nights
4

visitors purposes for comingcomine to salt lake city

to visit temple square

vl

01theserhese figures do not overlap

to make the survey as objective as possible only one person in a
group or family was interviewed interviews were conducted at
spaced intervals and at various time during the day over a three
week period

source the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday
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17 53

346
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ilg

19.5195 3 nights 2.929
5 nights 1.919 6 nights 1.717 7 nights 5.353 more than 7

33.3333
to combine a visit to temple square with a vacation 34.6346
for a convention 8.989
to visit family or friends 11.9119
miscellaneous answers

to visit the great salt lake
to do genealogy
for the bridge tournementtournamenttournement
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ABSTRACT

pilgrimage to sacred places of religious meaning has taken
place since the early days of mankind in the last few decades
ilgrimagepilgrimagegrimagepilgrimage travel has experienced a worldwideworld boomwide due to modern
means of transportation though pilgrimage is most commonly
referred to in the context of the major world religions hinduism
buddhism judaism christianity and islam there is some indication
of pilgrimagelikepilgrimage travellike among mormonscormonsMor

this
mons

thesis looks at mormon pilgrimage behavior among
mormon visitors to temple square in salt lake city utah the study
undertaken has revealed considerable differences between mormon
and nonmormonnon motivationsmormon behavior and visiting patterns visitors
totiotto temple square though there is no formal doctrine for mormons
concerning pilgrimage these differences give evidence of pilgrimage
like activity among mormonscormonsMor indicatingmons that mormon visitors to
temple square are religiouslymotivatedmotivated travelers and a part of a
pilgrimagetourist phenomenon
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